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Foreign Minister under fire for
interfering with oil search issues

A

By Chiku Jere

grouping of Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) has
lashed out at Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation Minister, George Chaponda, for interfering
with oil exploration licences issues which fall under the
Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining.
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Chaponda: His action questioned

The CSOs under the banner of the Publish What You Pay (PWYP)
Malawi slammed the Minister in a statement released in the wake of the
press conference that Chaponda convened in Lilongwe a month ago
announcing that State President Arthur Peter Mutharika has lifted a ban
on oil exploration effected in November 2014.
“Last week, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, George Chaponda,
disclosed that the President has lifted the ban. It is
cont. on page 3
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By a Correspondent

lot has been said by different stakeholders
about the country’s fiscal regime or the
taxation package for the mining sector.
Although the fiscal regime has undergone
review and is aw aiting enactment in
Parliament,there are fears by the country’s citizens that the
nation may end up losing out on its mineral endowments
due to a weak fiscal regime. At the same time, there have
been fears by the mining investors that the fiscal regime
may be unfavourable and overly distortionary which would
discourage investment into the mining sector.
As part of the process of addressing the fears by the
different stakeholders, the Ministry of Finance, Economic
Planning and Development, represented by one of its
Extractive Industry and Energy Economists, Fredrick
Maliro, gave a presentation on the proposed mining fiscal
regime at the Alternative Mining Indaba that recently took
place at Bingu International Conference Centre (BICC) in
Lilongwe.
Maliro explained that the objective of the review was
for Malawi to complete a coherent and standardized fiscal
regime that is regionally competitive.
In other words, the mining fiscal regime is expected to
achieve a balance between maximizing the national
benefit, whilst at the same time attracting considerable
investment into the mining sector taking into account the
country’s geology and other industry factors. This search
for balance is believed to have addressed the fears raised
by different stakeholders.
The Economist, from the Ministry of Finance,
Economic Planning and Development, took time to explain
that the scope of the review, conducted between 2014 and
2015, was to (i) assess the headline rates of all fiscal
instruments (such as the Royalty rates, Corporate Tax rates
and Resource Rent Tax rates), (ii) strengthen the integrity
measures of the fiscal regime and (iii) address perceived
investment impediments, amongst others. He specifically
pointed out that the country will maintain the same rates of
fiscal instruments that are currently obtainable in the laws
because they are regionally competitive. This means that
the Royalty, Corporate Tax and Resource Rent Tax rates
will remain the same as in Malawi’s current legislation but
with new formulae for calculation.

Proposed Royalty Rates
However, the Economist highlighted that the legal
provisions and the administration for the mineral royalty
will now shift to the Taxation Act implemented by the
Malawi Revenue Authority (MRA).
This means that the mining legislation will no longer
prescribe the royalty rates as is currently the case, and,
therefore, it will no longer be the Department of Mines that
collects and enforces royalty payments.
The Government believes that the shift in royalty
provisions and administration to the Taxation Act and MRA
will not only help to simplify the system, but it is also
expected that the Authority’s robust experience in tax
assessment, audits and compliance enforcement will help to
improve the collection of mineral royalty revenues, which
has been a challenge for the Department of Mines due to
inadequate resources for enforcement measures.

Maliro: An Economist at the Minitry of Finance

“Whilst the royalty rates remain unchanged, the royalty
calculation formula has been improved from the currently
gross sales less transport and handling related costs to a
commercial value basis,” said the Economist.
He shared with the participants of the Alternative
Mining Indaba that a commercial value of a mineral is
equal to the reference price for that mineral or other
similar minerals obtainable in a competitive market times
for the mineral content.
Maliro added that, “Where there is no reference price
for a mineral in the state at which it is disposed of, its
commercial value will be arrived at using ‘netback value’
and ‘cost plus value’ methods.”
According to him, this approach is intended to
maximize the mineral value, which forms the base for
royalty rate application, and in turn, the royalty revenues
collected by the Government.
Proposed Resource Rent Tax
According to Maliro’s presentation, the Government
has also improved the Resource Rent Tax structure by
introducing a calculation method of the resource rent based
on after-tax cash flows.
Resource Rent is an economic term defined as the
difference between the value of a mineral and the cost of
extracting it from the ground and bringing it to the market
plus a reasonable return to reward the risk taking behaviour
of an investor.
Theoretically, it can be argued that the investor does not
need the resource rent in order to make investment
decisions. In other words, the resource rent is like a
bonanza you do not need to either encourage or
discourage investment.
For example, if Mining Company X needs to make
MWK 100 per year to cover all their costs and to make
enough profit to re-invest or share with shareholders, and it
earns MWK 120 in that year, then the difference – MWK
20 – is what would crudely constitute the resource
rent- whether or not the company receive this difference, it

will still decide to start and continue mining because all its
costs and a reasonable return to risk have been met. In that
case, it could be argued that the Government could tax it
all away without affecting investment decisions.
However, since it is difficult to determine the risk
appetite of each and every investor for the purposes of
calculating their expected return to reward risk, in practice,
governments just impose a sizeable Resource Rent Tax rate
to capture part of the resource rent without scaring away
investors. In Malawi, the RRT rate is currently at 10% of
after-tax resource rent.

Further features of the proposed Fiscal Regime
Maliro explained some other features of the proposed
fiscal regime.The law will now allow for mining
exploration companies to be able to register for VAT as an
investment incentive, since they will be able to claim VAT
before they begin to make taxable supplies as current VAT
law demands. Currently, exploration companies incur input
VAT, but because they are not yet making a taxable supply,
they cannot claim back their input VAT. The implication of
this is that the VAT ends up increasing the investment costs,
and in turn, it makes the country uncompetitive.
In addition, the new mining fiscal regime has proposed
improvements to the depreciation package in order to
address a challenge that arose out of having an immediate
expensing provision and a loss carry forward limit of six
years.
What this means, in the current scenario, is that when a
mining company invests into capital during the construction
phase (which requires huge investment amounts), it will be
allowed to deduct the whole capital expenditure from its
taxable income.
Since the capital expenditure is so huge and the
production volumes are still not very high in the early years
of mining, the mining company will end up in a loss
position after deductions for taxable income calculations. In
that case, the company will be allowed to carry forward the
losses to offset against future taxable income.
With the nature of the mining industry, it is unlikely that
by six years, the mining company shall be able to recover
all its capital costs, which means that it will lose the
remaining unrecovered losses in as far as the current tax
laws are concerned. Thus, the current depreciation package
imposes an impediment on investment because there is a
high chance that mining companies will lose out their
legitimate costs.
The revised depreciation package addresses this
challenge by treating capital expenditure in different
categories and subjecting them to different depreciation
provisions that both allow the investor to recover their costs
eventually and relatively quickly, whilst at the same time
hedging against revenue losses.
Finally, Maliro explained that to ensure that the integrity
of the system is strengthened, mining projects will now be
ring fenced – meaning that each mining project will be
treated separately as a taxable entity regardless of whether
or not the owner has other mining projects.
This will prevent the transfer of losses from one project
to another that is profitable, which in the end will reduce
taxable income. Similarly, there will now be a thin
capitalization rule (a debt-equity ratio) aimed at limiting
the amount of debt a mining company may hold for tax
purposes.
The transfer pricing provision in the law has also been
improved to address loopholes. This measure is across all
sectors and not just the mining industry. Improving
legislation in this regard will help to reduce the illicit
financial flows that reduce the potential revenue the
Government could collect.
The mining fiscal regime is expected to be tabled
together with the Mines and Mineral Bill in Parliament
during the 2016/2017 budget sitting in June 2016
In case of any questions or need for clarifications, please
contact Fredrick Maliro at fredmaliro@yahoo.co.uk.

ATI Bill delay to affect EITI implementation
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By Chiku Jere

takeholders in the mining sector have expressed
concern over the delay in passing the Access to
Information Bill (ATI) fearing this will affect the
implementation of the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI).
EITI is a global standard for the governance of a
country’s oil, gas and mineral resources, which is supposed
to be implemented by governments, in collaboration with
companies and civil society.
The initiative involves government’s disclosure of
information on tax payments, licences, contracts,
production and other key elements around resource extraction
in order to improve and encourage the debate about the
management and use of a country’s natural resources.
Speaking recently during the Alternative Mining
I ndaba organized by a grou ping of civil society
organisations namely Norwegian Church Aid, Citizens for
Justice and Centre for Environmental Policy and Advocacy
with funding from Tilitonse Fund’s Tonse Tipindule
Project held at Bingu International Conference Centre in
Lilongwe from February 2 to 3, 2016, Norwegian Church
Aid Country Director Stain Villumstad observed that
effective implementation of EITI depends on the free state
of information flow in a country.
He, therefore, said in the case of Malawi, successful
EITI implementation will depend on the authorities’
commitment to transparency hence the passing of ATI Bill
into law will play a major role in this regard.
“There has to be transparency and accountability in
order to drive change towards social responsibility and this
can only be attained if there is access to information and
this is why the passing of this ATI Bill is important,” said
Villumstad
He said the enacting of the free access to information

Villumstad of Norwegian Church Aid

Mwangonde of Citizens for Justice

Emotional Kabwila stressing some point

law will also encourage non-governmental organizations to
take a major role in the mining sector as there will be room
for people to know what is happening through the civil
society working hand in hand with the communities.
Citizens for Justice Executive Director, Reinford
Mwangonde, said that there are some expected roles of civil
society in the mining sector that would be achieved if
access to information was to be guaranteed through
legislation.
“In our own take as the civil society, it could have been
better if the much touted commitment to EITI candidacy
was to go together with the enacting of the Access to
Information Bill, as such could have warranted a clear
picture that there will be transparency in mining activity
dealings which will enhance accountability,” said

Mwangonde.
EITI issue was also linked to ATI Bill by a parliamentarian
Jessie Kabwira who said the two are complementary.
“You are pampering government f or s howing
commitment to the EITI but you forget that without the free
access to information, the transparency issue will not
work,” said Kabwila.
By signing to EITI, a particular country signals
commitment to the transp arent and accountable
management of the country’s natural resources, which, in
the process, enhances citizens’ trust in government.
On the other hand, investors are compelled to disclose
their source of capital, proceeds and who is benefitting from
the profits gained from the minerals of a particular EITI
candidate country

However, though the Mutharika administration is
courting new investors into the oil exploration subsector,
licences for all the six blocks were already awarded to
expatriate firms which include South Africa’s Sacoil
Holdings for block 1, Hamra Oil for blocks 2 and 3,
Rakgas MB45 for blocks 4 and 5 and Pacific Oil Limited
for block 6.
The government under the previous Joyce Banda led
administration signed petroleum sharing agreements for
blocks 4 and 5 with Rakgas MB45 and for block 6 with
Pacific Oil Limited.
The news of the
coming in of the new Cartoon
investors has, therefore,
created panic in the
subsector with some
players fearing that ruling
party politicians want to
take advantage of the new
players to bulldoze their
way to acquire shareholding
in the tenements.
But Chaponda insisted
that the ‘new entrants’ will
only be integrated as
technical partners to the
tenement holders.
However, it is unclear
what legal instrument the
Mutharika administration
will use to force the
tenement holders to
in c o r p o r ate th e ‘ n ew

entrants’ as technical partners.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy
and Mining has confirmed giving a go-ahead to all
tenement holders except Rakgas MB 45 to resume
prospecting for hydrocarbons.
“We have given an okay to all the firms. We are only
negotiating with Rakgas because they are some issues we
have to sort out with them on their licences,” said
Commissioner of Mines, Charles Kaphwiyo.
Greed for oil wealth by powerful politicians is one of
the key factors that lead to resource curse in many resource
rich countries across the globe

Chaponda under fire for interfering with oil search issues

unclear why this announcement did not
come from the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and
Mining itself,” reads the statement from the CSOs which
also tackled several areas of concern in the governance of
the oil exploration subsector in Malawi.
PWYP Malawi is an initiative involving 16 CSOs which
are members of the Natural Resources Justice Network.
Government of Malawi suspended all licences and
agreements with expatriate firms on oil prospecting saying
it wanted to review them in order “to ensure that the
licences and the agreements that were signed are for the
benefit of the people of Malawi and were done in
accordance with all the relevant laws of the country”.
Chaponda said the lifting of the ban was a well thought path
that Mutharika had picked to allow the oil exploration subsector
play its important role in the development of the country.
The Minister explained that the lifting of the suspension
was necessitated due to growing interest in Malawi by oil
and gas exporters such as Georgia and Kazakhstan.
In an apparent response as to why he was the one
announcing the lifting of the ban instead of the line
minister, Chaponda explained that prospective investors are
showing interest to explore for oil in Malawi and that he
personally held discussions with several of them.
He said he had talks on the issue with Deputy Minister
of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Georgia David Jalagania,
Kazakhstan’s Foreign Affairs Deputy Minister Ycrzhan
Ashikbayev and Morocco’s Foreign Affairs Deputy
Minister Sala Heddine Mezouar on the sidelines of the
26th African Union Summit in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
where they promised to provide expertise and share
knowledge on oil subsector activities.
...from front page

By James Kazembe
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EDITORIAL

Detach politics, greed from
oil exploration licence issues

It is a welcome development that after over a year of waiting,
the Malawi Government has lifted the ban on oil exploration.
M i n i s t e r o f F o re i g n A f f a i r s a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Cooperation, George Chaponda, announced the good news at
a press conference in Lilongwe a month ago.
We say this is good news because we feel Malawi must not
lag behind in exploring for oil as many countries in the
sub-Saharan region are busy scouting for oil resources, whose
exploitation has proven to be a yard-stick towards economic
prosperity.
BY MARCEL CHIMWALA,
Geologically Malawi is believed to be at an advantage as it
PUBLISHING EDITOR
has a vast area located in the Great African Rift Valley where
oil resources continue to be discovered.
It is in this vein that Malawi divided its portion of the Rift Valley area into six blocks
for the purpose of oil prospecting and the blocks were awarded to different expatriate
firms to undertake oil exploration.
The companies that acquired the blocks include South Africa’s Sacoil Holdings which
holds block 1, UK’s Surestream Petroleum which later sold the tenements to Hamra
Oil-block 2 and 3, UAE’s Rakgas MB45-block 4 and 5 and Pacific Oil-block 6.
However, it was surprising that after taking over government following the 2014
elections, the Democratic Progessive Party (DPP) government slapped a suspension on
oil exploration saying they were reviewing the licences because they suspected that the
previous People’s Party government awarded them dubiously.
Now that the suspension has been lifted the questions we have are; why has it taken
over a year for the government to review the licences and eventually make a decision to
lift the suspension? What are the results of the review process thus were the licences
awarded dubiously as the Peter Mutharika administration suspected? Why has the
government not made public the results of the review process? If there was any foul play
in the award of the licences, who are the culprits and can the law enforcing agents such
as the Anti-Corruption Buareau pounce on them?
With these questions unanswered, we are forced to believe that this whole oil licence
suspension issue is part of some political machinations by the DPP government just to
save some selfish interests of some members of the ruling clique who want to maneuver
their way to enormously benefit from the oil ventures.
As reported in our main article, the question Malawians have is why it took the
Minister of Foreign Affairs to announce the lifting of the suspension when there is the line
Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining.
Another issue worthy noting is that all the six oil exploration blocks in Malawi were
already taken up by exploration firms which were deemed competent in the award
process and, therefore, we find it absurd to see top ruling party politicians crisscrossing
the globe to look for oil investors.
Of course Chaponda is saying that in its investment promotion drive, the Mutharika
administration is looking for investors to come in as technical partners for the tenement
holders but the questions are; when the government was considering the current
tenement holders for the licences, did it not take into account their technical capabilities?
Are the tenement holders so incompetent that they can fail to identify technical partners
and will need the government to execute the process on their behalf?
Surely all these questions will not come into being if we remove greed and
politics from the oil exploration licences issue and let sanity, transparency
and accountability prevail

For Editorial inquiries
For advertising, subscription inquiries
Cell: +265 (0) 888 356 536 Tel:+265 (0) 111 744 071
(0) 999 038 428 Cell: +265 (0) 993 252 656
Email: marcsmediamw@gmail.com

Mzuzu inquiries
Blantyre inquiries
Tel:+265 (0) 884 610 303 Tel:+265 (0) 995 681 514
For electronic copy visit: www.mininginmalawi.com
or facebook page: Mining Review Malawi
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Examining Malawi’s journey towards EITI compliance

Setting the Stage for Malawi’s First EITI Report
n December 2015, stakeholders in Malawi’s mining, forestry and oil and gas
sectors gathered to hear the initial results of the Malawi Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (MWEITI) Scoping Study. This Study was commissioned
by government, civil society and private sector in the multi-stakeholder group
to determine which natural resources, revenue streams and companies should be included
in the first report. At the same meeting, the then Principal Secretary of Natural Resources,
Energy and Mining, Ben Botolo, announced that all contracts are transparent and
accessible to the public for the mineral and oil and gas sectors.
The Scoping Study sets the scene for Malawi’s first report that is due in April 2017. This
report will include contextual information on the natural resources sector as well as detailed
revenue information – i.e. what has government received from companies and what have
companies paid to access Malawi’s non-renewable resources.
The Scoping Study revealed for the first time information on what Government has
received from companies working in mining, oil and gas and forestry. The Scoping Study
provides only a preliminary examination of how the MWEITI multi-stakeholder group and
its chosen Independent Administrator/Reconcile can go about collecting the relevant
information for the first EITI report. Yet, since much information is not yet in the public
domain, the information in just the Scoping Study solicited otherwise unknown
information for most Malawians. For example, according to the cash control books at the
Department of Mines, the Government received significant sums from oil and gas
companies between 2013 and 2015.
Payments by Oil and Gas Companies (page 40 MWEITI Scoping Study)
Payments (MWK million)

Oil and Gas

2013/14

Pacific Oil Limited

0.25

Hamra Oil in Joint
Operating Agreement with
Surestream Petroleum
RAKGAS MB45

SacOil Holdings Limited

136.39

2014/15
10.21

14.08

Payment day

Comments

02/2015

Ground rent

07/2013

Application
license fee
No GR

04/2014
12/2014

Source: Cash control books at the Department of Mines.

No GR

According to the Scoping Study team, there are four potential options for the first
MWEITI report. The primary recommendation is that the first report should include the
reconciliation of payments made by approximately 25 mineral licence holders (companies)
with oil and gas and forestry included in the contextual chapter. The first report should
cover the financial year 2014/2015 and include available data on the beneficial owners of
companies and contract transparency. The Scoping Study clearly outlines how each
recommendation aligns with the EITI Standard Requirements that Malawi is bound to.
For the first EITI Report, the Malawi Revenue Authority will have to report along with
the relevant departments determined by which natural resource sectors will be included
for the initial report. The Reserve Bank of Malawi and the National Audit Office will also
be called upon to contribute and consolidate data. Revenues from the Moatize railway may
also need to be disclosed by the Public-Private Partnership Commission as this could be
one of the largest sources of revenue from the extractive sector in the form of
transportation payments.
Companies will likely be requested to disclose corporate tax, PAYE and VAT as well
as non-resident tax, royalty and ground rent fees. This reporting is voluntary for
companies yet the participation of the key mining and exploration companies in the
multi-stakeholder group and the recent establishment of the Malawi Chamber of Mines
and Energy suggest that most companies will comply.
The Scoping Study highlights that if the Government is to effectively report it needs
to address the disjointedness of current reporting systems and its archival systems for
managing data, licences and revenue. Some of this is expected to be addressed through
the World Bank financed Malawi Mining Governance and Growth Support Project, but
this may not be in time for the initial reporting cycle for EITI. Due to shortfalls in bank
reconciliation for the Department of Mines, which “is a government-wide accounting
practice shortfall”, some wire transfers may be left out of reporting on payments received
by companies, according to the Scoping Study.
The onus will be on the multi-stakeholder group to ensure that both companies and
Government report comprehensively. This will ensure that information through the EITI
report is useful for providing evidence for the improved management of Malawi’s natural
resources and associated revenue.

JICA winds up ca
project in Malaw
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By Chiku Jere

apanese International Corporation Agency (JICA)
has concluded Malawi’s mining sector capacity
building project, whose focus areas included mineral
exploration, mineral beneficiation,capacity building
and short term/long term training.
The Project which was implemented by a joint venture
of Japanese companies, namely; Sumiko Resources
Exploration and Development Co. Ltd (SRED) and
Mitsubishi Materials Techno Co. (MMTEC) ran for a
period of two years, from 2014 to 2016.
Speaking at Hotel Masongola in Zomba where the final
results of the project were presented, Director for Geological
Survey Department (GSD) in the Ministry of Natural
Resources, Energy and Mining Jalf Salima said Malawi
government appreciates assistance that the Japanese
government renders to the minerals sector through JICA.
He said technical cooperation between GSD and JICA
dates back to the 1980s with Malawi benefiting in several
ways including the provision of Japanese team of volunteer
experts who work hand in hand with Malawians sharing
experience that matters in the mining industry.
“Through its activities, such as geochemical survey,
Artisanal and Small-scale Mining (ASM) study and
Geographic Information System (GIS) database integration,
the project has provided an analysis of the Malawi mineral
sector and some vital information which will assist the
country in the development endeavours of the mining
industry,” said Salima.
He said the information gathered within the project’s
period will enable Malawi develop ways that would assist
in promoting the mining industry towards realising its full

Suguru Kubo: JICA Assistant Resident Representative

potential.
“The project has identified problems as well as
suggestions; if we rectify those shortfalls and implement
recommendations put forward, it would go a long way to
assist us develop the sector to the aspired levels,” said
Salima.
According to the GSD director, the results of the
Geochemical Survey that was conducted would help in giving
direction as where specific mineral anomalies are located.

Group photo of workshop participants taken outside grounds of Hotel Masongola in Zomba

Salima: Director for Geological Survey Department

“With JICA’s help, we also have managed to digitalise
all the geological data as well as benefit through the
procurement of Satellite Aster and Parser Data,” said
Salima, who added that the data gathered will compliment
data from other projects such as the World Bank funded
Mining Governance and Growth Support Project
(MGGSP).
Salima said that the fact that Malawians were involved
in the whole implementation of the project, skills and
knowledge gained throughout the process will improve

Workshop participants

service delivery at the GSD.
He further revealed that JICA assistance has seen GSD
manage to acquire important software and hardware as well
as laboratory and exploration equipment such as YBM
drilling rig, Minute man, and an Atomic Absorption
Spectrometer (AAS), XRD, among many other important
materials.
In 2012 through 2013 the relationship also benefited
Malawi through the establishment of an Integrated
Geographic Information System database for Mineral

apacity building
wi’s mining sector
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In his remarks JICA Assistant Resident Representative
Suguru Kubo hailed the relationship between Malawi and
Japan in areas of development, which, he said both
countries are benefiting from.
“As JICA we really cherish this relationship and we are
proud to contribute to the gradual development of the
Malawi mining sector, which, we believe, will positively
contribute to the country’s economy,” said Kudo.
He lauded the cooperation between the JICA study team
and the GSD team which he said has produced good results
that will help, in one way or the other, in the formulation of
some policies that will guide the mining sector.
In his presentation, JICA Project leader Takumi Onuma
outlined the whole project whose objectives was to
contribute to the sustainable development of mining sector
in Malawi through the capacity building and the upgrade
of GIS database of geology and mineral resources.
“Let me say that we, as a team are really excited and
pleased with the results of this project because we
managed to implement all its planned contents that were
caricatured to achieve the intended objectives,” Onuma
said.
He said the activities saw the JICA team and Malawian
geologists from GSD visit eight model areas of geochemical
survey on stream sediments based on the existing
geological and mineral resources data, enjoying amazing
experiences and discoveries from Malawi’s north-end to
south-end.
“These sampling sites located in Chitipa, Rumphi,
Mzimba, Kasungu, Lilongwe, Mangochi, Balaka and
Nsanje districts were planned based on the geology,
topography, river system and accessibility and the

Toshiharu Tashiro, JICA Geologist talking on Geochemical Survey

Kazuyasu Tsuda presenting ASM Study

Resources which led to the identification of some mineral
anomaly locations from which mining projects were
unveiled.
The mining projects that ensued through JICA/ GSD
activities include the exploration for Rare Earth in the
Chilwa Alkaline Province which came up with the Mkango
Resources’ Project at Songwe Hill in Phalombe,
Optichem’s Tundulu Project and the Lake Chilwa Island
Rare Earth anomaly discovery.
Also identified through JICA-funded geological survey

Takumi Onuma, JICA Project Team leader making a presentation

was the Chambe Rare Earth anomaly at Mulanje Mountain
whose tenements belong to Springstone Limited, a joint
venture between Gold Canyon Resources of Canada and
Japan Oil, Gas and Metals Corporation.
“With all the mentioned benefits, one might appreciate
that our cooperation with JICA has made a very big positive
impact in the mining sector and we believe that this
relationship will continue to allow us learn more from our
partners and friends from Japan, whose mineral sector is
already well developed,” said Salima.

sampling density was at about 1 piece/ 5 km2 with the total
number of samples at 1,029 in total,” said the team leader.
Onuma cited strengthened capacity in geochemical
survey, developed capacity in integrating geochemical
survey results into GIS database, enhanced environment for
ASM activities and the training of government officers for
establishing information infrastructure, ore geology as well
as an orientation of mining engineering, as some noted
outputs of the project

Government’s side Shayona
conducts
on Kanyika Project tree
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here have been conflicting statements on the way forward for the Kanyika Niobium
Project, which is expected to produce the next big mine in Malawi after the
Kayelekera Mine in Karonga. General Manager for Globe Metals & Mining, the
developer for the project, Neville Huxham, lashed out at Mining & Trade Review for
publishing in the February 2016 edition that development agreement negotiations for
the project were concluded. In cementing that we rightfully quoted the government in that article,
we publish the questionnaire interview that we had with Government spokesperson on mining
issues in the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining, Levison Undi.
Question: I understand that the government
granted a mining license to Globe Metals &
Mining for the Kanyika Niobium Project which
was conditionally tied to the success ful
conclusion of negotiations for the development
agreement. What is the p ro gres s o n the
negotiations for the development agreement?
Response: Negotiations were finalized

Question: The information we have indicates that
Globe Metals submitted a draft development
agreement similar to what government has with
Paladin Africa on Kayelekera Uranium mining,
which gives the government 15% shareholding in
exchange for a reduction of the royalty rate from
the 5% stipulated in the laws to 3%. What is the
position of government on this kind of a
suggestion?

Response: Globe’s Mining Agreement has
nothing to do with Paladin’s Agreement. Yes
Globe submitted a draft agreement which was
discussed with government on a similar format to
that of Paladin agreement but the terms were
completely different. Government has a 15%
shareholding but the royalty to be paid by Globe
is 5% as stipulated in the Act.

Question: Is the government deliberately
dragging its feet in concluding the mining deal?
Some quarters claim that the delay is to allow the
passing of the revised Mines and Minerals Act
which will, obviously, have impact on the mining
agreements, how true are such insinuations… and
is the Kanyika Niobium project a victim of the
same?
Response: As indicated above, the negotiations
were finalized. The Mining industry is going
through a down turn because the prices of most of
the metals are very low. Globe is therefore
looking for partners to finance the project.
Nothing to do with the Development Agreement.
There is nothing in the new mining act that can
impact on the mining agreement. The new
changes in the draft Mines and Minerals Act like
Community Agreements were already taken on
board in the mining agreement.
Question: When should we expect the discussions
to be finalized since four years have passed and
the echoed song on this issue has been “we are
still discussing” wh ich ha s pro ven to be
v e r y frustrating to both the investors and

Undi: Negotiations were finalised

the community that would benefit from the mine
activities?

Response: Globe will require more than US$250
million to invest in the mining operation. This
magnitude of money is usually raised through
financiers such as banks. As indicated above the
metal prices are very low now and no banks are
willing to lend finances for new mining projects.
Globe is facing the same problem of identifying a
financier. Globe has announced this position on
its website which I am sure Mining and Trade
Review has been following as it has written
articles on the same before. The investor is NOT
frustrated with Government.
Question: How do you assure the Kanyika
community of the future of the project
understanding the thinking from some circles that
the Chinese investors in Globe are fooling us
Malawians as the y jus t want to keep o n
speculating just to reserve the project’s resource
and keep it away from other investors? I am
asking this question on the understanding that
in China they have plenty of such resources.

Response: The project will certainly take off the
ground at some point although it is difficult to
predict as to when. Globe has now and again
announced that it is looking for a local partner in
the wake that the Chinese may not be willing to
participate (a local consortium already identified).
The bottom line is that the metal prices are low
worldwide and many companies are not willing
to proceed with opening new mines. Two-three
years from now, when the prices pick up, the song
will be different. This type of cycle is not unusual
in the mining industry

planting
exercise

O

DC for Kasungu planting a tree while sharing
some lighter moments with Mvula from Shayona

By Austin Mvula: HUMAN RESOURCE & ADMINISTRATION
MANAGER - Shayona Cement Corporation

n 24th February, 2016, Shayona Cement Corporation conducted an
official tree planting exercise and also the official handover of tree
seedlings to schools in the vicinity of its factory located in
Mwimila Village in T.A. Wimbe’s area in Kasungu District.
The function was presided over by the District Commissioner for Kasungu,
Rev. Moses Chimphepo, and formalised the planting of 7,000 tree seedlings
by the Corporation at its Factory premises. The event also involved the
donation of 5,000 tree seedlings to schools around the factory which include
primary schools and community day secondary schools.
Following this tree planting exercise, the Corporation has planted over
15,000 trees at the factory and has also planted grass and other shrubs to
provide a green ambience thereby containing the effects of deforestation
which is rampant in the area due to tobacco farming and charcoal business
practiced by the surrounding communities.
The event contributed in raising awareness to the communities on the need
for tree planting.
In 2013, the Corporation donated 2,000 seedlings on trial basis to the
communities through chiefs. However, the results were disappointing in that
all the trees died from drought, termites or some were not even planted at all.
Still nurturing the desire to contribute to afforestation efforts by the
government despite the initial hiccups, Shayona changed its focus to involve
schools which would be better placed to conduct such a noble exercise. This
led to the donation of 5,000 seedlings in 2015 to 10 schools around the
Factory also on trial basis. During an inspection of the same in October, 2015,
the results were a mixed bag with some schools having done well while
others were also a disappointment. The Shayona management engaged the
schools and all promised a better management of seedlings if Shayona makes
a similar donation in 2016.
Shayona, therefore, donated 5,000 seedlings in 2016 with a hope that it
will yield better results during the inspection to be conducted sometime after
August or September, 2016
During the function, the District Commissioner who was accompanied by
the District Forestry Officer praised Shayona Cement Corporation for
considering extending its corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities towards an almost forgotten area of tree planting.
He encouraged the communities to be proactive and work hard to boost
Shayona Cement's confidence hoping that the same shall provoke the
Corporation to give more seedlings in future.
The DC also admired the wonderful scenery at the factory which he said
is never available anywhere else in Malawi industries. The Chiefs also
commended the Corporation for the CSR efforts and asked it to make a
similar donation next year.
The schools were grateful and promised to take good care of the donated
seedlings.
Touring the Factory, the DC expressed his gratitude that such a mega
investment is found in such a remote area of Kasungu District.
He appreciated the employment and business opportunities that this mega
plant is providing to people in Kasungu.
The Corporation currently has a total employment of 1,200 plus
employees distributed in various sections of the Factory.
The 12,000 seedlings donated cost Shayona MK1.6 million.
The DC left the Factory a highly impressed man and the function was
hugely successful
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Five Unanswered Questions on Exploration
of Oil & Gas in Malawi’s Lake and Land

All of Lake Malawi and part of Malawi’s land including the Shire River Basin have been divided into six blocks
for exploration of oil and gas. Between 2012 and 2014, the Government of Malawi issued six petroleum
exploration licences.
- I n S e p t e m b e r 2 0 11 , t h e
Government awarded petroleum
exploration licences to private British
company Surestream Petroleum for
Blocks 2 and 3. In December 2012,
South African company SacOil
Holdings acquired Block 1.
- Pacific Oil was awarded Block
6 and RakGas was awarded Blocks 4
a nd 5 i n O c t o b e r 2 01 3 by t he
Government. In addition, the same
administration permitted Hamra Oil to
enter into a joint operating agreement
with Surestream Petroleum and
Hamra Oil now has a 51% stake in
the two blocks.
- Less than two weeks before the
last elections, held on 20 May 2014,
th e G o v e r n m e n t e n t e r e d i n t o
Production Sharing Agreements with
RakGas MB 45 (registered in the
Cayman Islands, subsidiary of
company from the emirate Ras
al-Khaimah) and Pacific Oil. These
agreements were signed before any
proven discoveries have been made
which goes against international best
practice.
- According to the Attorney
General of Malawi, it is believed that
Blocks 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 all belong
to the same company which is
operating under three entities in
Malawi (RAKGas, Hamra Oil and
Pacific Oil). It is illegal to hold more
than two blocks.

There is no public evidence that this process of awarding licences was done transparently and openly to attract
the best and highest bidder.
In November 2014, the Government of Malawi suspended all licences and agreements to “ensure that the
Licences that were granted or the Agreements that were signed are for the benefit of the people of Malawi and
were done in accordance with all the relevant laws of the country” (Press Release, 18 November 2014). Last
week, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, George Chaponda, disclosed that the President has lifted the ban. It is
unclear why this announcement did not come from the Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining itself.
In light of this ban being lifted, Publish What You Pay (PWYP) Malawi believes that there are a number of
unanswered questions relating to oil and gas exploration in Malawi. Malawians deserve to know the answers.

1. Has the Government of Malawi cancelled some of the licences and renegotiated the Production
Sharing Agreements in line with the Attorney General’s legal opinion?
In 2015, the Attorney General Kalekeni Kaphale produced a legal opinion for this administration’s review
of the licences and agreements. The Nation reported on this opinion and revealed that the Attorney General:
- Suggested that some licences be revoked or cancelled because three companies RakGas, Pacific Oil and
Hamra Oil were connected by a thin “corporate veil” used to acquire more than two blocks, which is illegal in
Malawi. He indicated that the corporate relationship needs to be further investigated; and
- Believed that the Production Sharing Agreements signed by the Ministry of Mining were entered against
the advice of the Solicitor General’s Office that they should only be entered on confirmed discovery of
petroleum.
We need to know if the Attorney General’s recommendations have been followed and if not, why not.

2. Are the Production Sharing Agreements signed between the oil companies and Government of Malawi
available to the public?
The former Principal Secretary of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining, Ben Botolo, announced during
a speech given on 15 December 2015 that:
“I want to underscore here that the Government and this administration are committed to enhancing
transparency in the sector. So I would like to take this opportunity to go on record and state that all contracts

in the mining and oil and gas sectors are already open to the public and on record at the Department of Mines.”
In light of this, we would like to know if any Malawian can now go to the Department of Mines or look
online to access the Production Sharing Agreements. If not, why not? Botolo made these remarks during a
stakeholder meeting in Lilongwe at the Malawi Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative. Malawi – through
the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development – joined the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative in October 2015. For further information, see www.eiti.org/malawi.
3. Why did RakGas transfer USD 235,700 to the Government and how has this money been used?
The Reserve Bank of Malawi’s accounts for the Department of Mines received USD 235,700 in April 2014.
What was this money for and how has this been used?
This figure and similar queries have been published alongside other payments made by oil companies to
government in the Malawi Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative Scoping Study (February 2016, page 40).
This is report available from the MWEITI Secretariat in the Revenue Policy Division in the Ministry of Finance,
Economic Planning and Development.

4. When will the Government of Malawi review the 33-year old Petroleum (Exploration and Production)
Act (1983)?
Our legislation governing the oil and gas sector is outdated. For example, it still vests the resources in the
“Life” president among many other shortfalls.
We would like to remind the Government that in 2009 we adopted the African Mining Vision at African
Union meetings. The African Mining Vision clearly spells out how resources can be extracted and used:
“Transparent, equitable and optimal exploitation of mineral resources to underpin broad-based sustainable
growth and socio-economic development”. Do the Petroleum Act and other significant laws such as the 1996
Environmental Management Act ensure Malawi lives up to the African Mining Vision? Will Malawians benefit
and how will the environment be protected?

5. What is the Government of Malawi’s position on the World Heritage Site “Lake Malawi National Park”?
Lake Malawi National Park is one of Malawi’s two World Heritage Sites, recorded for its Outstanding
Universal Value and role in biodiversity conversation. In response to the awarding of licences, the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) initiated a reactive monitoring visit in
March and April 2014, conducted by the World Heritage Centre and the International Union for Conservation
of Nature. The Government was then requested to ensure that no exploration rights are given that cover the
park, to create a buffer zone and to extend the park. The companies in question were called upon to commit
to not exploring in a World Heritage Site. By December 2015, our Government had not responded to UNESCO
about the World Heritage Site and instead wrote to request an extension on its decision.
The Monitoring Report can be read here http://whc.unesco.org/document/129870 (April 2014) and the
Government response here http://whc.unesco.org/document/139704 (December 2015).
We support the Government’s intention to use our resources to develop Malawi in a sustainable in a way.
However, we are deeply concerned that if we proceed as we are without transparency and the due process of
law all Malawians will lose out. We hope Malawians can keep asking these questions until they are answered.

***

PWYP Malawi is a campaign being run by 16 organisations under the country’s only CSO network for the
extractive industries, the Natural Resources Justice Network, which is made up of 33 organisations and founded
in 2007.
The following organisations make up the PWYP Malawi Campaign:
ActionAid Malawi
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace (CCJP)
Centre for Environmental Policy and Advocacy (CEPA)
Centre for Human Rights and Rehabilitation (CHRR)
Church & Society of Livingstonia Synod
Civil Society Education Coalition (CSEC)
Citizens for Justice (CFJ)
Economics Association of Malawi (ECAMA)
Foundation for Community Support Services (FOCUS)
Institute for Policy Interaction (IPI)
Institute for Policy Research and Social Empowerment
Mabilabo Area Development Committee
Malawi Economic and Justice Network (MEJN)
Malawi Watch
Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA) - Malawi
Norwegian Church Aid
Oxfam Malawi
Ufulu Wathu
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MINING VALUE CHAIN PROMOTES
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Mining and Environmental Management Expert

Abstract
The economic impact of mining goes beyond mineral extraction and processing. Other industries are
created and benefit from activities such as transportation, construction, equipment manufacturing,
environmental management, geological services, education and research.
Mining generates employment, government revenues, and opportunities for economic growth
and diversification. Local communities share some goods and services with the mine through
community development activities and trade.

Introduction
Mining value chain concept involves a range of primary activities that are responsible for the
generation of value and a range of supporting activities that do not directly generate value but
support the value generating activities.
Countries, such as China, have experienced economic transformation through diversified
manufacturing industry arising from value chain and export of finished goods. All this has been
possible through availability of cheap raw materials from Africa. It is possible for countries such as
Malawi to discover and profitably exploit its mineral resources through promotion of investment
related with mining value chain. This can be referred to as promoting local content to supply goods
and services for the development of the mineral sector.
Mining Value Chain
Mining Value Chain (MVC) can be categorized in five segments;namely Exploration, Valuation,
Mining, Beneficiation and Marketing. Exploration and valuation fall under primary activities,
Mining and Beneficiation falls under Production and marketing falls under Demand. All these are
supported by administrative infrastructure management, human resource management and
technology (Research and development).

Mining
1. Surface stripping or adit development
2. Drill and Blast (Ore and Waste)
3. Load and Haul (Ore and Waste)
4. Crushing
5. Ore Transportation to Mill
6. Ventilation and dewatering
7. Stockpile Store and Reclaim
8. Mine Services
9. Mine Administration

Mining comes with it a diversity of goods and services through contract management and
transformation of rural areas to urban environment bringing new opportunities of economic
activities. New schools are built and others improved, health facilities are upgraded or built, reliable
infrastructure such as roads, water and electricity are provided and subsistence agriculture becomes
commercial and profitable. Development and improvement in local content triggers industrialization
to manufacture goods that are required in mines. Supply chains are developed and improved.

Beneficiation
1. Washing and Screening
2. Crushing, Grinding, Flotation, Thickening, and Filtration
3. Tailing Disposals
4. Mill Services
5. Mill Administration
6. Ore Stockpile and Reclaim

Beneficiation triggers economic activities that are also experienced in mining. Heavy industries
in engineering and foundry sprout to support provision of spare parts, contracts in transport services
are awarded, more technical jobs are available and value addition in minerals generate more revenue
for companies and government while more employment and skills development and technologies are
introduced.
Concentrate Handling
1. Slurry Pipeline Concentrate Transport
2. Concentrate Thicken and Drying
3. Stockpile Store, Reclaim

This chain promotes manufacturing of pipes for fluid flow and thick plastic sheeting and tarpaulin
for containment of concentrates and prevention of polluting leakages.
Marketing
• Product Shipping
• Supports Administration and other direct operation costs are included
• Revenues from payable metals

Figure 1: Mine Value Chain

Mining is a long term investment undertaking and if properly managed brings long term high
returns both for the investor and government. Mineral resource development that promotes value
chain brings with it employment, skills development, technological advancement and meaningful
trade (market and sales). Employment and skills development help with sustainable development
through poverty alleviation.
Exploration
1. Geological mapping
2. Pitting and trenching
3. Drilling
4. Reserve estimation
5. Prefeasibility study

Benefits that come with exploration include opening up of infrastructure in rural areas such as
roads, water, electricity, employment and skills transfer to local employees and to some extent
corporate social responsibility that mainly deals with assistance with farm inputs, education
materials and rehabilitation of water points such as boreholes.
Valuation
6. Feasibility study
7. Social and environmental impact study

During valuation a lot of multidisciplinary tasks are undertaken and community engagement
becomes a crucial part for obtaining Free Informed Prior Consent (FPIC) so that the project is
accepted by the wider majority in the community. Professionals in the areas of geology, mining,
metallurgy, mineral processing, economics and finance, and strategic environmental management are
engaged. All these bring with them employment opportunities and the local community benefits in
supporting the project with goods and services thereby opening further opportunities for trade.

Marketing generates information on product demand and value addition. Freight forwarding,
insurance and logistics bring improved service delivery. Skills in procurement and supply logistics
are developed.

Negative Impacts of Mining
Poor governance structures in government and inadequate laws and regulations have negative
impacts on mining economic growth. Resource curse comes in when there is lack of transparency
and accountability on government revenues and poor contract agreement negotiations. Usually
revenue from mining benefits a few people and the nation suffers in managing its budget.
“Dutch Disease” can affect other manufacturing exporting industries when local currency value
appreciates due to a strong mining sector. Other exporting industries become uncompetitive as their
goods become expensive and these industries may suffer through low demand and low profitability.
Environmental laws need to be strong and sectoral institutions monitoring environmental
programs in mining need to be adequately resourced and a responsible civil society helps in
mediating on social environmental issues affecting local communities.

Conclusion
Our path to industrialisation and development should be rooted in the utilisation of agriculture
and mineral resources to catalyse diversified industrial development. The country needs to promote
local beneficiation and value addition of minerals to provide manufacturing feedstock
and encourage import substitution of industrial mineral products.
Local participation in supply of goods and services to the mining sector will create employment
and wealth to breed vibrant financial institutions that will offer competitive services for further
growth of the manufacturing industry. Properly managed mining value chain will support
government and local communities through investment in economic activities that go beyond post
mining.
References
1.0. African Union. 2009. African Mining Vision
2.0. International Council on Mining and Metals:http:/www.icmm.com
3.0. Mineral Information Institute: http:/www.miii.org
4.0. http:/www.miningfacts.org

Boma liyamba kafukufuku ofuna kupedza
njira zina za mphamvu za magetsi
April 2016

B

Wolemba Chiku Jere

oma la Malawi mothandizina ndi mabungwe
ena akuti likufufuza njira zofuna kuthetsera
kuzimazima kwa magetsi pogwiritsa ntchito
njira zina zamakono zomwe zizachotse
chipsyinjo chomwe chadza kamba kodalira
kwambiri njira imodzi yopezera mphamvu yamagetsi
yogwiritsa ntchito madzi amitsinje
Izi wanena ndi mneneri wazamagetsi muunduna wa
zachilengedwe, zamagetsi ndi za migodi a Joseph Kalowekamo
poyankhapo mafunso ochokera ku Mining & Trade Review.
Iye adati pakali pano unduna wawo uli pakalikiliki
kugwira ntchito ndi akadaulo osiyanasiyana odziwa za magetsi
kupanga akafukufuku awa ndi awa omwe athandize kuyamba
kugwiritsa ntchito njira za mitundu ingapo zophikira mphamvu
ya magetsi.
Pakali pano 99% yamphamvu zamagetsi zomwe Malawi
imapanga zimachokera pa mtsinje wa Shire ndipo 4.5MW
yokha yamphamvuzi imapangidwa kuchokera pa mtsinje wa
Wovwe omwe uli kumpoto kwa dziko lino.
Kalowekamo akuti ichi chimapeleka chiopsyezo chachikulu
ku dziko chifukwa chilichonse cholakwika chitachitika pamtsinje
wa Shire ndiye kuti Malawi adzakumana ndi vuto lalikulu la za
magetsi popanda pena podalira, zomwe zizabweretse

Msaka ayamikira
Mining & Trade
Review
Wolemba Madalitso Charwita Mhango

Nduna yazachilengedwa, magetsi ndi migodi, Bright Msaka,
wayamikira ntchito imene nyuzipepala ya Mining & Trade
Review ikugwira pofalitsa uthenga okhuza ntchito zamigodi
m’dziko muno.
Poyankhula pomwe anakumana ndi akuluakulu a
nyuzipepalayi ku Capital Hill mumzinda wa Lilongwe, a
Msaka anapempha atolankhani akunyuzipepalayi kuti apitilize
kugwira ntchito yawo mwaluso kuti athandize boma kukopa
makampani azamigodi kuti azayambe ntchito zawo m’dziko
muno.
Ndunayi inati: “Chinali chosangalitsa kupeza nyuzipepala
imeneyi muofesi mwanga panthawi imene ndinasankhidwa
kukhala nduna yoyanganira zamigodi. Ndikukhulupilira kuti
nyuzipepalayi ili ndi udindo waukulu wothandiza boma
kukopa makapani amigodi kuti abwera kuzayambitsa ntchito
zawo m’dziko muno. Choncho nyuzipepalayi iyenera kupitiriza
ntchito yayikulu yotsegula anthu m’manso powauza zamiyala
yamtengo wapatali yomwe ikupezeka m’dziko muno.”

NKHANI M’CHICHEWA

kuoonongeka kwazinthu zambiri zofunikira
“Kudalira kwathu kwambiri pamtsinje wa Shire pankhani
ya mphamvu yamagetsi zili ngati kuyika mazira athu mudengu
limodzi choncho boma lafuna kuti lipeze njira zina zingapo
zomwe zizitha kudalirana popereka mphamvu za magetsi ku
dziko lathu,” anatero mneneriyu.
Njira zina zomwe kafukufuku wake ali mkati ndi monga
zopeza mphamvu zamagetsi kuchokera ku malasha, mphepo
komanso mphamvu ya dzuwa.
Bomanso likuyangána njira ina yopeza mphamvu
yamagetsi moonjezera kuchokera ku mafakitale a kampani
yopanga shuga ya Illovo ku Dwangwa ndi ku Nchalo.
“Ntchitoyi ili mkati ndipo kafukufuku oyamba ofuna kupeza
ngati zinthu zoyenereza zilipo akuyenda bwino ndiponso
tsogolo likuoneka lowala pankhaniyi,” adatero Kalowekamo.
Iye anati mabungwe amene akupereka thandizo la ndalama
pantchitoyi ndi monga a World Bank, omwe akuthandiza
polojekiti ya zamagetsi kuzela ku mphamvu ya dzuwa yomwe
ili mundondomeko ya Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP).
Chaka chatha boma linapereka malo okwana ma hekitala
60 ku kampani yina ya Atlas Energies Limited, yomwe idati
yaika pambali ndalama zoposa US$98,214,286 (K55 billion)
zomwe igwilire ntchito yozala makina a solar omwe aziphika
mphamvu zamagetsi zokwana 40MW.

Mkulu
wabungwe
lamakampani amigodi
ndi ntchito zamagetsi la
Malawi Chamber of
Mines and Energy, Dean
Lungu, anayamikiranso
nyuzipepala ya Mining &
Trade Review popititsa
patsogolo ntchito
zamigodi m’dziko muno.
P o y a n k h u l a
pamwambo wokhazikitsa
bungweli womwe
unachitikira ku Crossroads
Msaka: Nyuzipepalayi ikuthandiza H o t e l m u m z i m d a
kutsegula maso anthu pazamigodi wa Lilongwe, Lungu
anayamikira nyuzipepalayi chifukwa chopereka mwayi kwa
anthu monga ayini makampani amigodi kuyankhula
zakukhosi.
Lungu anati: “Makampani amigodi akhala akunyozedwa
kwambiri m’dziko muno popeza anthu ena amaganiza kuti
makampaniwa amangobwera kuzabera aMalawi chuma
chawo. Kudzera munyuzipepala ya Mining & Trade Review,
aMalawi akutha kumva choonadi pankhani zamigodi.
Mwachitsanzo aMalawi akutha kudziwitsidwa kuti azungu ndi
anthu ena amene amabwera kuzatsegula ntchito zamigodi
samabwera kuzaba ayi koma cholinga chawo ndi kuzapanga
bizinezi. Kupyolera mubizinesi yawo amathandiza dziko
laMalawi polemba anthu akumudzi ntchito ndi kukhazikitsa
ntchito zosiyanasiyana zachitukuko monga kumanga sukulu,
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Makina a mphamvu zamagetsi ku Nkula

Boma la Scotlandnso likuthandiza kupititsa patsogolo
ntchito za mphamvu za magetsi kudzera mundondomeko
yotchedwa Malawi Renewable Energy Acceleration
Programme (MREAP), polojekiti yomwenso igwirizane ndi
ndondomeko ya World Bank ya Energy Sector Support
Project (ESSP)

zipatala, kukonza misewu, milatho ndi zina.”
Iye anapempha makampani osiyanasiyana amene ndi
mamembala abungweli kuti apitilize kuthandiza nyuzipepala
ya Mining & Trade Review popanga nayo bizinesi.
Msaka ndi amene anali mulendo wolemekezeka pamsonkhano
wokhazikitsa bungwe la Malawi Chamber of Mines and
Energy ndipo iye anati bengweli ndi lofunika kwambiri pakuti
ndi limene lizidziwitsa boma mavuto omwe makampani a
zamigodi ndi zamagetsi akukumana nawo.
Iye anati boma likuyesetsa kugwira ntchito yotukula
migodi m’dziko muno popeza ntchito zaulimi zomwe dziko
lino limadalira pachuma sizikuyenda bwino malinga ndi
kusinthasintha kwa nyengo.
“Ndi chonyaditsa kwambiri kuti m’dziko muno
mukupezeka miyala yoisiyanasiyana yamtengo wapatali.
Choncho ndikupempha makampani kuti akhazikitse ntchito
zamigodi. Sitiyenera kupitilira kuvutika ndi umphawi pomwe
Mulungu anatipatsa chuma chemtengo wapatali,” iye anatero.
Iye anati ali ndi chikhulupiliro kuti aMalawi titayika mtima
pantchito zamigodi, ntchitoyi ikhoza kubweretsa chuma
chankhaninkhani kuposela chomwe ntchito zaulimi
zimabweretsa.
Msaka anafotokoza kuti boma lakhazikitsa ndondomeko
zosiyanasiyana zotukulira ntchito zamigodizi ndipo mwazina
likukonza malamulo kuti akhale okomela makampani amigodi
komanso opangitsa kuti aMalawi apeza phindu loyenelera
kuchokera kuntchitozi.
“Malamulo atsopanowa tikhala tikupita nawo kunyumba
yamalamulo posachedwapa kuti aphungu akawavomereze,”
inatero ndunayi
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Funding crisis cripples Malawi’s showing at Mining Indaba
By Marcel Chimwala

hough it has launched newly acquired
geophysical data, Malawi had a poor showing at
this year’s Mining Indaba in Cape Town,
South Africa due to financial constraints,
which forced the government to downsize the
delegation to the annual event at the eleventh hour.
Unlike in previous years when Malawi could have at
least five officials, sponsored by the government and other
stakeholders in the mining sector, going to the Indaba, only
two officials namely Director for Geological Survey
Department, Jalf Salima, and Gibson Nyirenda of the
Department of Mines made it to the annual event this year.
Minister of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining,
Bright Msaka, and his delegation which would have
comprised the Principal Secretary Kester Kaphaizi and
Director for Mines Department, Charles Kaphwiyo, failed
to attend the event due to funding constraints.
At its pavilion, which was poorly manned due to
unavailability of adequate personnel, Malawi displayed the
newly acquired airborne geophysical data, which, according
to Salima, was much sought after by global investors.
“The Indaba gave us a chance to show to the world the
discoveries that came out during the just completed
airborne geophysical survey that was financed by the World
Bank and the European Union.,” says Salima.
The 2016 Investing in African Mining Indaba was held
from February 8 to 11.
Last year, Kaphwiyo led Malawi’s delegation to the
Indaba and some of the government officials to the event
were sponsored by banking group Nedbank, which also
flew an official from its big corporate customer, Shayona
Cement Corporation, to the event this year.
Malawi’s newly acquired geophysical data showcased
at the Indaba, among other things, reveals that uranium
concentration is high outside Paladin Africa’s 55 square
kilometer mining claim for the Kayelekera deposit.
The data also indicates that there is a uranium anomaly
further South of Kayelekera, which calls for more ground
follow ups.
“In fact, we have had new geology highlighted and
boundary of geology improved in the survey,” says Salima.

Gibson Nyirenda of Department of Mines maning the Malawi pavilion at the Indaba

The survey also pinpointed the lower Shire basin as a
possible petroleum trap proving that the hydrocarbon
anomaly in the Ngabu Fault previously estimated at
3,000m thick has a thickness of 9,000m within the
threshold of petroleum formation of at least 1500m.

Magnetic methods employed in the survey also
revealed that some areas in Mchinji, Rumphi and Chitipa
may be mineralized with chromium, nickel, platinum group
minerals, copper and cobalt but require follow up with
ground geophysics and drilling to obtain samples
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